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=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= RESUME Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= 

Randi:
::opens her eyes slowly, very groggy, but realizes she is in a SF sickbay::

CTO_Ayidee:
::On Bridge, trying to determine Jarred's identity.::

CNS_Varesh:
@:prowls the cell::

CIV_Williams:
::On the bridge pacing::

Randi:
@::wonders what the heck is going on::

TO_Prasosh:
::at TAC2, backing up on Ayidee::

Dvari:
::heading for the bridge reluctantly::

CO_Adamson:
::On bridge, headache slowly going away.  Is standing on her own accord.::

CMO_McDonald:
::standin at the back of the bridge:: extending his empathic abilities::

CEO_Woo:
::sitting quietly on the bridge, monitoring the warp engines::

CSO_Hewitt:
@::Watching the CNS...there must be something I can do::

XO_Richmond:
::rushes onto the bridge, still pinning on his commbadge::  Bridge: Report!

SO_Shiar:
:: sits at Sci for the first time on the Huron::

CTO_Ayidee:
TO: Keep trying to track down the Caliban.  They can't have gotten far.

Randi:
@::tried to pick up her head, but gets nauseated, lays it back down slowly::

XO_Richmond:
::doesn't notice Adamson on the bridge::

CNS_Varesh:
@::turns:: CSO: Sorry, but I'm not taking this very well.

CO_Adamson:
OPS:  Please try contacting the Caliban...  ::jaw tight.::

CO_Adamson:
SO:  Anything on your sensors Lt ?  Anywhere they can hide ?

CEO_Woo:
::feeling a little anxious as the 'process' begins...::

CSO_Hewitt:
@CNS: Yes I can tell.....::try not to show her concern::

TO_Prasosh:
CTO: On it... ::intensiefies sensor resolution to max::

ACTION: the CNS and CSO hear muttering about a labotomy that will take place very shortly

XO_Richmond:
::sees Adamson and approaches::  CO: What have we got, sir?

CTO_Ayidee:
XO: Counselor Varesh, Cadet McIntyre, and Lieutenant Hewitt have been kidnapped by the person who stole the Caliban.  We are in pursuit.

OPS_Hansen:
CO:  Aye sir.  ::taps on her console::

CNS_Varesh:
@::looks startled:: CSO: Did I hear right?  A lobotomy?

EO_Jordan:
::in ME monitoring ships systems::

CSO_Hewitt:
@CNS: I think so....

CIV_Williams:
SO: Can we track on there Transporter beam?

CMO_McDonald:
::is unable to pick anything up::

SO_Shiar:
CO: there's an astaroid belt near our position

CO_Adamson:
XO:  Ahhh there you are Todd.  We have a missing ship, the USS Caliban.  The one that was to be decomissioned.  Also three of our crew disappeard.  Varesh, Hewitt, and McIntyre.

CNS_Varesh:
@::takes a deep breath:: ~~~~CMO / Dvari: Can you hear me?~~~~

CO_Adamson:
SO:  Please scan it Lt.

CTO_Ayidee:
Computer: Cross reference the name "Jarred" with the parents or family of Cadet McIntyre, Counselor Varesh, or Lieutenant Hewitt.

CSO_Hewitt:
@CNS: There are they going to hurt Randi ....::starts getting worried::

CMO_McDonald:
::hears the CNS:: ~~~~CNS: V, yes i can hear you loud 'n clear!~~~~

SO_Shiar:
CO: i'm detecting a faint ion trail heading for the Shelby Nebula

ACTION: all Computer scans to that name are inconclusive

XO_Richmond:
CO: You've obviously got McDonald and Miss Laris in communication with them.....::looks out to the viewscreen::

TO_Prasosh:
::has tac sensors sweeping the area with a narrow beam::

Dvari:
::stops in the corridor as she gets a message:: ~~~~CNS: Varesh I can hear you. Where are you?~~~~

CO_Adamson:
XO:  Yes,we need all the information we can get.  Anything that will give us the advantage.

CIV_Williams:
FCO: Send your shuttles to search the Nebula

XO_Richmond:
CO: Aye, sir.  Anything I can do to help?

CMO_McDonald:
~~~~CNS: Varesh, where are you?~~~~

CNS_Varesh:
@~~~~CMO/Dvari:Lennier, I don't care if you break every rule, but tell Chloe that there is a lobotomy being planned... and its most likely on Randi. Dvari, I don't know at all, we'r ein the brig.~~~~

TO_Prasosh:
::hears the SO:: SO: Can you relay those co-ordinates to the TAC sensors too?

Dvari:
::takes a few more steps::

CMO_McDonald:
::walks down to the CO:: CO: may i have a word with you?

CSO_Hewitt:
@::looks over at CNS and knows he talking to someone::

SO_Shiar:
:: relays co-ordinates::

Randi:
@::feels something on her neck and reaches up to feel it::

CO_Adamson:
XO:  Get ready, we may need to board the Caliban.  Please coordinate it.  I'd like Williams to lead this away team.

Dvari:
~~~~CNS: Varesh, hold on. We won't let anything happen to any of you.~~~~

CNS_Varesh:
@::smiles at the CSO:: CSO: I've got contact with the Huron. I don't know how, but we have to get out of here and soon.

TO_Prasosh:
SO: Thanks. ::redirects the narrow beam to the co-ordinates::

CO_Adamson:
::turns to the CMO:: CMO:  Yes Lt, what can I do for you.

CEO_Woo:
::detects a slight error in the warp drive... :: *EO* I'm detecting a fluctuation in the warp core; could you please look into it? If there's a problem, I don't want to be caught with it offline

CO_Adamson:
FCO:  Plot course to the Asteroid.

XO_Richmond:
::nods:: CO: Aye, sir.  I'll co-ordinate it from my office.

CTO_Ayidee:
CO/ XO: I suggest all hands carry weapons until we catch our quarry.

Dvari:
::jumps into the TL:: Bridge!

CMO_McDonald:
CO: I've been talking with the CNS. He says theres a labotomy planned. most likely on Randi..

CO_Adamson:
XO:  Wait please Todd

CSO_Hewitt:
@CNS: thats good but I am going to try to talk to Jarred .

ACTION: USS Huron gets a coded message from Starfleet Command. Orders to Scuttle the Caliban

XO_Richmond:
CO: Sir?

EO_Jordan:
::notices the same thing:  *CEO*:  Yes Sir, I'm reading it too.  I was just about to take a look.  ::moves over to the console::

FCO_O`Guinn:
CO: Plot course to for asteroid aye.

CNS_Varesh:
@~~~~Dvari: I know, my friend, but this is not at all any form of fun.~~~~

CO_Adamson:
CMO:  Excuse me, a Labotamy... Who ?  ::frowns::

Dvari:
::runs out of the TL as it reaches the bridge::

CMO_McDonald:
CO: I don't know anymore..

FCO_O`Guinn:
::taps commands plotting and laying in course for the asteriod::

CMO_McDonald:
CO: But I will let you know when I do know more.

Jarred:
@::Enters the cell:: Ahh, Lieutenant Hewitt......

CNS_Varesh:
@CSO: Ok, I don't know the first thing about hi, You sort out that side, I'll co-ordinate with the ship.

CMO_McDonald:
~~~CNS: when is this labotomy going to take place?~~~~

Randi:
@::begins fiddling with the attached object, not knowing for sure what it is::

FCO_O`Guinn:
CO: Course plotted and laid in ma'am.

CO_Adamson:
XO:  Todd, disregard my last.  Take Williams and O'Guinn

CSO_Hewitt:
@::looks at Jarred entering room::

CO_Adamson:
Guinn in a shuttle and scour the Asteriod.  We need to get to the Caliban fast.

EO_Jordan:
::finds the fluctuation and quickly corrects it:: *CEO*:  Sir, that should take care of it.  ::makes some minor adjustments::

CNS_Varesh:
@~~~~CMO: I don't know. But it sounded like it will be quite soon.~~~~

Dvari:
::moves over to the Captain:: CO: Ma'am....it's Varesh. They have him in a brig of some sort. He's sending me urgent messages.

XO_Richmond:
CO: Captain, may I suggest that Williams take O'Guinn and Mr. Ayidee?  Two pilots and a security chief are better than an ex-medic.  ::winks::

CSO_Hewitt:
@Jarred: What do you want?

CNS_Varesh:
@::sends out his mind, trying to get any sense of Randi::

Jarred:
CSO: Pretty soon your beloved Randi will be of no use to anyone.....especially your children....

CEO_Woo:
::out of habit, not out of necessity, he imagines a need to shift balance as the ship makes a course correction:: *EO* Thanks ::double checks:: Yes, that's fine, you never know when it'll just quit on you...

Dvari:
::tries to remain calm::

CMO_McDonald:
CO: Varesh, said it could take place soon he's not sure when.

CO_Adamson:
XO:  I agree....  Ok then.  Make it so.

CSO_Hewitt:
@Jarred: Really....How so?

EO_Jordan:
::smiles:: *CEO*:  My pleasure, Sir.  ::goes back to her monitoring::

Dvari:
~~~~CNS: Varesh, are you alone?~~~~

CTO_Ayidee:
TO: When we locate the Caliban, I want to bring down there shields as quickly as possible.  Utilize wide dispersion Phaser fire.

CIV_Williams:
FCO: Recall the nearest shuttle and have them come along  side, we will beam over

Jarred:
@CSO: because, I will make sure that she never out smarts anyone ever again.....

FCO_O`Guinn:
CIV: Aye sir.

CO_Adamson:
Dvari:  Has anyone been hurt as of yet ?

XO_Richmond:
::nods:: CO: Aye, sir.  Mr. Williams, you have this team.  Doctor, please accompany me to my office.  Miss Laris, stay here and relay any messages you get directly to the Captain.  The doctor will assist me in my office,

CNS_Varesh:
@::listens to Jarred:: ~~~~CMO: Definitely Randi. Dvari: Its me and Lt. Hewitt in a cell, and Randi off somewhere. She's got a telepathy inhibitor on, so I can't talk to her, or sense her.~~~~

CSO_Hewitt:
@Jarred: Why would I care what you do to Randi?

CO_Adamson:
XO:  Todd, get the shield codes and such from command..... Lets take the ship manually if we can from here.

Dvari:
CO: Let me ask ma'am.

CMO_McDonald:
::nods to the CO:; XO: aye aye sir.

TO_Prasosh:
CTO: Understood, adjusting presets now...::

XO_Richmond:
CO: I'll do my best.  CMO: Doctor....  ::walks briskly to the Turbolift::

Jarred:
@CSO: tell your friends that I have people on the Huron.......little Kesh and Issac are in my care now....if they try to interfere, they will die too

CTO_Ayidee:
XO: It might also help to know what the ship is still equipped with, it was about to be decommissioned, might not be fully equipped.

FCO_O`Guinn:
COM: Phoenix: Nichlos bring the Pheonix back along side of the Huron prepare for  three to beam over.

CMO_McDonald:
::follows the XO into the TL::

XO_Richmond:
CTO: Noted.  Keep it in mind for Commander Williams.  Liaise with Prasosh here on the bridge.

Ens_Nichlos :
COM: FCO: Aye sir on my way.

CSO_Hewitt:
@Jarred: You have my children...How?

XO_Richmond:
TL: Deck 2

Dvari:
CO: Varesh says that he and Lt. Hewitt are together and alright so far, but Randi has been separated from them and they've put a telpathic inhibitor on her.

CIV_Williams:
OPS: As soon as that shuttle is back in range transport us over there

CEO_Woo:
::monitors deuterium flow; it's decidedly unbalanced...::

CO_Adamson:
::takes her seat anc crosses her legs.::

XO_Richmond:
CMO: Are you alright?

FCO_O`Guinn:
CIV: Cmdr. The Pheonix will be here in 3 minutes sir.

CNS_Varesh:
@::blinks at Jarred's words:: ~~~~CMO: There are traitors on the Huron! Someone check on Lt. Hewitt's children.~~~~

CO_Adamson:
Dvari:  I don't like that... Has Randi been hurt ?

CMO_McDonald:
XO: may i ask why we're going to Deck 2? XO. Yes i'm Fine..

Jarred:
@CSO: I have people....now if you excuse me, I have business to attend to ::walks out::

CSO_Hewitt:
@~~~~CNS: Have the crew check on the twin Jarred said he has control of them...~~~~~~

CEO_Woo:
::tries to manually readjust the flow of deuterium... carefully::

CMO_McDonald:
~~~CNS: You sure?~~~~

CNS_Varesh:
@~~~~CSO: Already on it.  CMO: Positive. Just check on them, will you?~~~~

CSO_Hewitt:
@~~~~~Jarred: Wait!~~~~~

Dvari:
~~~~CNS: Varesh: Do you know if Randi is hurt?~~~~

XO_Richmond:
CMO: My office.  I can co-ordinate things better from there.  I have a tactical viewscreen I've set up from there.  The Captain has her ready room, I have my screen.....it's a good trade.

XO_Richmond:
::grins::

SO_Shiar:
::monitors sensors for anything new::

XO_Richmond:
CMO: What about your letter, Lieutenant?

@ACTION: a medical technician enters Randi's Surgical ward

CMO_McDonald:
::taps his commbadge:: *CO* Varesh, says there is tratiors on the huron. Check on Kesh and Issac.

CMO_McDonald:
::nods to the XO::

CEO_Woo:
::tries to imagine telepathy as he watches::

CNS_Varesh:
@~~~~Dvari: Not a darned clue. but I think Jarred is heading to where she is to do the lobotomy.~~~~

Randi:
@::sees someone enter the sickbay and begins to walk towards her;:

CO_Adamson:
*CMO*: Acknowledged.... TO:  Get security to Lt Hewitts quarters.

Dvari:
CO: Ma'am. Varesh doesn't know Randi's condition, but he worried that this Jarred is about to operate on her.

Randi:
@MedTEch:  Who are you?  Any chance I can get something for this really bad headache I have?

CSO_Hewitt:
@~~~~Jarred: Maybe I can help you. I don't want anything to happen to my children.~~~~

CO_Adamson:
::stands up and walks over to the science station and looks at the monitors.::

CNS_Varesh:
@~~~~Randi: RANDI! SWEETPEA?!~~~~ ::puts every fibre of his being into the shout::

@ACTION: the Med tech sedates Randi

TO_Prasosh:
CO: Aye! *SEC team A* Get yourselves to Lt Hewitt's quarters asap!

XO_Richmond:
CMO: You don't even want to talk about it?

CO_Adamson:
Dvari:  Let Varesh know we are coming as quickly as possibile...  Cmdr Williams and a team are on their way to find them now.

EO_Jordan:
::carries out routine maintenance on several systems::

Randi:
@::is really worred about the CNS and CSO, as she has not heard either of them mentally::

CO_Adamson:
SO:  How are things going Lt ?

Dvari:
CO: Yes Captain, I'll try.

CIV_Williams:
TO: Have a tactical team standing by in transporter room waiting for our signal

CMO_McDonald:
XO: Yes i would.. Sorry got inundated there for a second

Randi:
@::feels the hypospray and nods off into unconsciousness::

SO_Shiar:
CO: i think that we should concentrate our search in the Nebula sir.

ACTION: Internal Sensors indicate a Security Field in place around Lt Hewitt's Quarters

CIV_Williams:
FCO/CTO: Lets go folks

XO_Richmond:
CMO: I guess it was a bit of a shock.

CEO_Woo:
::starts fiddling nervously as he tries to complete a systems check on the shields, just in case::

CIV_Williams:
OPS: Three to transport

CMO_McDonald:
XO: yes it was..

TO_Prasosh:
CIV: Understood. *SEC team 2* Transporter room, now!

FCO_O`Guinn:
CIV: Aye sir. ::stands up turning helm over to OPS.

CNS_Varesh:
@~~~~CMO: You can tell whomever you're with now... if I get to Jarred before you do, and Randi's been hurt... you can get ready for a murder trial.~~~~

Dvari:
~~~~CNS: Varesh, the Captain is sending a team to rescue all of you. Mr Williams should be there shortly. Hold on.~~~~

CTO_Ayidee:
CIV: Yes sir.

CSO_Hewitt:
@CNS: Any word yet?

CMO_McDonald:
::taps his commbadge again::

CTO_Ayidee:
::Grabs 3 type III Phasers for the shuttle team.::

CNS_Varesh:
@~~~~Dvari: Well, tell the man to hurry up, and I hope you know where we are, because I have no idea.~~~~ CSO: Apparently we're being rescued.

CO_Adamson:
SO:  Why the Nebula Lt ?

CSO_Hewitt:
@CNS: Jarred not responding to our talk. I am really worried about Randi.

SO_Shiar:
CO: i found an ion trail leading into it

CMO_McDonald:
*CO* Varesh wanted me to say if he gets to Jarred before we do and Randi's been hurt prepare for a murder trial. so i'd suggest we hurry it up.

Security Team 1:
::Arrives at Hewitt's quarters, ready to enter. 'rings' the bell::

Dvari:
CO: Captain, Varesh is really on edge. I hope the Commander will be there soon.

CO_Adamson:
*CMO*:  We are doing everything we can Lt.

FCO_O`Guinn:
::heands for the TL waiting on Cmdr. Williams::

CO_Adamson:
Dvari:  Markes two of us.

CIV_Williams:
::Follows the FCO::

ACTION: the team steps on a personnel mine, exploding in the cooridor

CMO_McDonald:
*CO*: acknowledged he just wanted me to pass that on.

EO_Jordan:
::completes her maintenance::  *CEO*:  Sir, is there anything else you need me to do?

CNS_Varesh:
@CSO: So am I.  ::slumps on the bench::

Dvari:
::begins biting on her bottom lip::

FCO_O`Guinn:
::enters TL::

CO_Adamson:
*CMO*: Please keep doing it Lennier.

XO_Richmond:
CMO: Well, we can talk about it in my office  ::leads McDonald into his office::

Security team 1:
::tries to enter, but is knocked back by a forcefield::

CIV_Williams:
Computer: Transporter Room 1

CMO_McDonald:
::follows the XO into his office:: *CO*: Yes ma'am

SO_Shiar:
:: scans the Nebula for any sign of a ship::

Dvari:
::tries to reach Randi:: ~~~~Randi: Can you hear me Randi?~~~~

Security Team 1:
*CO* Captain, Hewitt's quarters are surrounded by forcefields!

CIV_Williams:
::Arrives at the transporter room, and steps onto the Pad::

CMO_McDonald:
::taps his commbadge again::* CO:* I can't sense any of the hostages i've lost my empathic abilites. I dont know why..

Randi:
@::retreats deeply into her mind, knowing something is not right::

CNS_Varesh:
@::looks at Mara:: CSO: Why now? What is this man's story?

CEO_Woo:
::looks up from his console as if someone from behind him was speaking to him; then realizes it's the EO via the commbadge:: *EO* Um, nothing specific, no... ACTUALLY, yes... I'm running a diagnostic on the shields right now... for safety's sake... following that line of thinking, could you please run a quick diagnostic on the weapons systems?

CO_Adamson:
TO:  Can you drop the forcefields around the Hewitt quarters.

EO_Jordan:
*CEO*:  Aye, Sir.

CSO_Hewitt:
::walks around cell can sense the twin's fear::

TO_Prasosh:
CO: Trying... not succesful yet...

EO_Jordan:
Computer:  Run a Level 3 diagnostic on all weapons sytems.

CTO_Ayidee:
FCO: I want to know how he got that ship.  Decomissioned or not, how many people does this Jarred have with him?

Dvari:
::could really use Todd's support now::

CSO_Hewitt:
@CNS: I really don't know about Jarred.....i wish I did.

CO_Adamson:
*CMO*:  Report to sickbay....  SO:  Scan the area for a dampening field.

FCO_O`Guinn:
::steps of the TL turning into the TR::

CMO_McDonald:
*CO*: I'm alright its probably just the nebula..

XO_Richmond:
*CO* Captain, I need Doctor McDonald with me right now.  I'll keep an eye out for him.

CNS_Varesh:
@::gets up:: CSO:  Your children will be fine. What can we do to get out of here?

Dvari:
::looks around for him::

SO_Shiar:
:: scans for dampening field::

CO_Adamson:
TO:  If you have to, get engineering on it.

CEO_Woo:
::alters the shield frequencies slightly after completing the diagnostics; looks for something else to do...::

TO_Prasosh:
CO: Aye..

CO_Adamson:
*XO*:  Understood Todd, but I still what him checked out by the MO.  Something is not right here.

CIV_Williams:
::Looks around, and takes one of the rifles fromt the CTO:: TR Chief: Energise

CO_Adamson:
::Begins pacing the bridge.::

CMO_McDonald:
*CO*: I'll report to sickbay after i'm done with the XO here.

FCO_O`Guinn:
::steps on pad::

XO_Richmond:
*CO* Aye, sir.  I'll get on it as soon as I'm done here.

Dvari:
~~~~CNS: Varesh, what's happening there?~~~~

CO_Adamson:
*CMO*:  Understood.

SO_Shiar:
:: attempts to enhance sensor efficiency::

Computer:
EO:  Diagnostic complete.  All weapons systems operating within specifications.

CTO_Ayidee:
FCO: When we catch them, the underbelly has limited weapons arcs.  If we can get right below them, we should be able to keep out of his weapons arc.

TR Chief:
::Energises the Transporters to send the CTO/FCO/CIV to the Pheonix::

FCO_O`Guinn:
::materializes on the pheonix heading for the pilots seat::

EO_Jordan:
*CEO*:  Sir, weapons diagnostic complete.  All weapons sytems are functioning normally, Sir.

CNS_Varesh:
@~~~~Dvari: I don't know. And I'm going insane. Mara is very worried about her children. Any word?~~~~

CIV_Williams:
#::Bumps into the FCO as he heads for the pilots seat too::

CEO_Woo:
*EO* Thank you... for now, please continue to monitor the impulse engines; if anything goes wrong, fix it immediately...

Dvari:
::moves back to the Captain:: CO: Ma'am, any word on Lt. Hewitt's children?

EO_Jordan:
*CEO*:  Acknowledged.

CO_Adamson:
SO:  Any sign...  ::prays that there is.::

FCO_O`Guinn:
#CIV: Excuse me sir.

CTO_Ayidee:
#::Runs Level 4 Diagnostic on Tactical systems.::

CO_Adamson:
Dvari:  Fraid not...  There is a forcefield around their quarters, no one can get in.  Engineering should be on it now.....

CSO_Hewitt:
@CNS: Maybe we could change the field around cell.....

TO_Prasosh:
CO: We had a disturbance in teh internal sensors, clearing up now. It seems SEC team 1 was unsuccesful in entering Hewitt's quarters. ::pauses:: We have casualties...

CNS_Varesh:
@CSO: I'm listening. How do you propose we do that?

CIV_Williams:
#FCO: No excuse me, old habbits die hard, take helm ::turns:: CTO: take tactical

SO_Shiar:
CO: sir, i have a faint sensor echo

CO_Adamson:
TO:  Ens, check to see who was the last person to access the sheilds and I want they brought here...  We got a traitor in our midst.

EO_Jordan:
::monitoring impulse engines::

CTO_Ayidee:
#CIV: Tactical Systems ready if needed.

FCO_O`Guinn:
#CIV: Aye sir.

SO_Shiar:
CO: but it's scattered

CIV_Williams:
#::Sits down at OPS and plots course::

TO_Prasosh:
CO: Checking...

CO_Adamson:
SO:  Can you pinpoint the location...... or the area ?

FCO_O`Guinn:
::sits down at helm starts plotting course::

FCO_O`Guinn:
#CIV: Course plotted and laid in sir.

Dvari:
~~~~CNS: Sorry Varesh, no word yet. There seems to be a forcefield around the Lt's quarters...engineering is working on it now. Tell the Lt. to keep the faith.~~~~

CO_Adamson:
*SB*:  Capt to sickbay, we have casualties in the living quarters...  Lt Hewitts quarters.

CIV_Williams:
#FCO: Lets get to the Caliban

CEO_Woo:
::tries to disable the force fields from his station... tracks the EPS relays::

FCO_O`Guinn:
#CIV: Aye sir.

FCO_O`Guinn:
::engages the engines heading for the Caliban::

CNS_Varesh:
@~~~~Dvari: Thanks, my friend.~~~~ CSO: The ship cannot confirm what is going on with your children. I'm sorry.

CIV_Williams:
#COM: CO: Pheonix to Huron, we are underway

SO_Shiar:
:: tries to pinpoint the echo::

CEO_Woo:
::tries to access the force fields, but it's... slow...::

CO_Adamson:
COM:CIV:  George, we don't have much time.  We need to find them quickly.

FCO_O`Guinn:
#::brings up evasive maneuvers::

CSO_Hewitt:
@CNS: I am not sure yet........thanks for update......I know there ok...but they are scared.

CEO_Woo:
*TO* I've managed to disable the force fields... confirm...

FCO_O`Guinn:
#CIV: Tell the Capn' we'll find them.

SO_Shiar:
CO: sorry sir, i can't pinpoint the echo

CIV_Williams:
#COM: CO: We will

Med-Tech:
@::stands looking at the young woman on the bed, wondering why Jarred wants to ruin her for life::

TO_Prasosh:
CO: Advise anybody to be extremely cautious when approaching Hewitt's quarters... the corridor is mined!

FCO_O`Guinn:
::touches the controls increasing speed::

CNS_Varesh:
@CSO: Anything on your person what might disrupt the field? A spare field generator by chance? ::tries to smile but fails::

CO_Adamson:
SO:  Ok, please keep trying...  OPS:  Slave the flight station and point us in the general direction of that echo.

TO_Prasosh:
*CEO* Confirmed, thank you.

Med-Tech:
@::leaves the biobed and goes to the cabinet for the instruments she will use to take this young woman's mind away from her::

CTO_Ayidee:
#CIV: Are we to secure our crew for later boarding?

SO_Shiar:
:: tries to pinpoint the echo again::

CO_Adamson:
TO:  GET THEM UNMINED..... ::feels her headache coming back.

Dvari:
CO: Captain, this does not look good.

FCO_O`Guinn:
#CTO: Tio anything?

Jarred:
@::Walks into the cell:: CSO: there is a way to save young innocent Randi.....

Med-Tech:
@::programs the computer near the biobed for the lobotomy procedure::

TO_Prasosh:
CO: Already sent a team in. *SEC team 3* Status?

CIV_Williams:
COM: Shuttles: Coordinate your search toward the nebula, any sign of the of the Caliban let us know

CNS_Varesh:
@::looks up as Jarred enters:: ~~~~CSO: Keep him busy, I'm going to violate everything I've been taught and probe his mind.~~~~

CTO_Ayidee:
#FCO: Nothing yet.  This is elusive prey.

CIV_Williams:
CTO: We will board her, that you can count on CTO

Security Team 3:
*TO* Approaching very cautiously, sir. A few locations would be handy though...

Dvari:
~~~~CNS: Varesh, keep talking to me...I'm relaying your messages to the Captain~~~~

CO_Adamson:
::Stares at the screen thinking this Jarred will pay.::

CSO_Hewitt:
@~~~~CNS: No don't do that yet~~~~~~~

FCO_O`Guinn:
#CTO: Thanks Tio.

Med-Tech:
@*Jarred*:  Everything is ready, waiting for your command.

FCO_O`Guinn:
#CIV: Suggestions sir?

Jarred:
@CSO: Either way, the girl will be punished, but there are two alternatives......

CTO_Ayidee:
#CIV: I just want to ensure our crew's safety.  If I was in his position, I'd go after the hostages at first sign of boarding.

TO_Prasosh:
*CEO* I need an engineering team down there, send whoever is cross trained in defusing mines.

CSO_Hewitt:
@Jarred: Ok what two Alternatives?

CNS_Varesh:
@~~~~Dvari: Jarred's back with some kind of negotiation. Lt Hewitt is talking to him. I'm _THIS_ close to probing his mind without his consent.~~~~

Med-Tech:
@::reaches up and gently moves the hair away from the girl's face::

Dvari:
~~~~CNS: Be careful my friend.~~~~

CO_Adamson:
Dvari:  Anything ?

Dvari:
CO: Captain, news.....

Jarred:
@CSO: Bear my child.....if you do that, she will die quickly and painlessly.....OR.........do nothing and watch her live and be of no use to anyone......

CNS_Varesh:
@~~~~Dvari: Always. I'm just not looking forward to what I'll find in there.~~~~

CSO_Hewitt:
@::jaw drops::

CEO_Woo:
*TO* Understood... Self: Well... defusing mines, eh... *sigh* I might as well do it...

CIV_Williams:
#COM: Irvin: We have lead, all shuttles form up with us, continue your seach patterns, but stand by for boarding

Dvari:
CO: That Jarred person is with Varesh and Lt. Hewitt. Jarred is offering some sort of deal.

Security Team 3:
::finds a mine and tries to defuse it himself...::

CEO_Woo:
::calls for team Gamma to meet in front of the Hewitt quarters::

CO_Adamson:
Dvari:  I'm very curious about that deal.

CEO_Woo:
::enters turbolift::

FCO_O`Guinn:
#::makes minor course corrections::

SO_Shiar:
CO: sir, if we sent in a probe we may be able to get a better picture of what's inside the Nebula

CNS_Varesh:
@~~~~Dvari: You're NOT going to believe this! No matter what we do Randi dies. He wants Mara to bear his child and Randi dies quickly, or if she refuses, he does the lobotomy. ::loathing in every word::~~~~

Dvari:
CO: I'll try and find out more.

Security Team 2:
::still waiting for the signal with his team in TR1::

Med-Tech:
@::tells the computer to initiate a sterile field around the area::

CIV_Williams:
#CTO: Bring up a tech diagram on the Miranda class, where's her brig and whats the fastest route to it...

CEO_Woo:
::exits onto the corridor with the Gamma team, tries to find the TO::

CO_Adamson:
SO:  You have full authority to do what you think is necessary short of blowing us up.  Send all the probs you need.

Dvari:
~~~~CNS: Can you tell me about this deal Jarred is offering?~~~~

CTO_Ayidee:
#CIV: Aye sir, already determined, coordinates locked into Transporter already.

Security Team 3:
::unscrews the top half of the mine, now stares at the dozens of wires and frowns::

Med-Tech:
@::picks up the swab and begins cleaning the forehead area::

SO_Shiar:
:: prepares a class three probe for launch::

CO_Adamson:
::comes up with an idea.::  Dvari:  Tell Varesh to scream as loud as he can into Jarred's mind.  If he is like me, the pain should disable him for a bit for them toget away.

SO_Shiar:
CO: probe is ready for launch

Dvari:
CO: But ma'am...the deal....

Jarred:
@CSO: When young and innocent Randi left my world, Starfleet robbed me of everything that meant anything......now I will do that to her....and you aswell.......

CO_Adamson:
SO:  Launch when ready.

CEO_Woo:
::comes to the junction and sees the TO standing with other security officers... :: TO: Lt. Prasosh...

Security Team 3 :
::cuts the yellow wire on the mine...::

SO_Shiar:
::presses launch button:: CO: probe away sir

CO_Adamson:
Dvari:  I'm not playing games Miss Laris...  I want my people back.

CIV_Williams:
#FCO/CTO: Can we get inside her shield, bring the shuttle in under her shield grid to transport

CSO_Hewitt:
@::I have to buy time:: Jarred: that not good enough......What happen to your world?

CO_Adamson:
Dvari:  You can add to do it, if the deal is unworthy.

ACTION: Internal sensors are picing up anti-personnel mines throught the ship

CSO_Hewitt:
@~~~~~CNS: What happening?~~~~~~

A`rhi:
::in CSO's quarters::

CTO_Ayidee:
#CIV: Only problem is getting under her, once there it is a simple maneuver.

Dvari:
CO: Randi will die either way this deal goes...Jarred want Mara to bear his child....then Randi will die quickly..if not Randi gets lobotomised!

TO_Prasosh:
::had made his way down to the location of the sec team:: CEO: Thank you for coming, we have quiet a situation here... ::nods towards SEC3::

CO_Adamson:
Dvari:  Tell Varesh to disable him.... period.  Then get to Randi.  ::Becoming angrier by the moment.::

FCO_O`Guinn:
#CIV: I can get that close if they haven't done anything to alter the shields sir.

SO_Shiar:
:: starts to study probe data::

Dvari:
~~~~CNS: The Captain wants you scream into Jarred's mind. Confuse him...do anything to stop him.~~~~

Jarred:
@CSO: Religious artifacts you will never begin to understand....

CNS_Varesh:
@~~~~CSO: Chloe wants us to yell into Jarred's mind. If he's anything like her or any other non-telepath.. he'll have a blinding headache.~~~~

Dvari:
CO: I told him Captain.

CO_Adamson:
::nods at Dvari::  Dvari:  Your thoughts on this Jarred ?

ACTION: Probe telemetry begins to come back

CSO_Hewitt:
@~~~~~CNS: If we do together we have better shot.~~~~~~~

CNS_Varesh:
@~~~~CSO: And I think if we shout together... he'll be knocked out.~~~~

CEO_Woo:
::moves closer to the mine and studies it::

TO_Prasosh:
*SO* Notify me if you find anything unusual. And could you try to determine wether those mines can be transported off the ship, please?

Dvari:
CO: A madman Captain.....totally insane, I believe he will kill Randi.

CNS_Varesh:
@~~~~CSO: You give the mark. I don't trust myself with starting too soon.~~~~

A`rhi:
::unknowingly triggers an inturder alert::

SO_Shiar:
:: goes through the data for any sign of the ship::

CEO_Woo:
TO: It appears to be a pretty simple mine, simple configuration...

CTO_Ayidee:
#Computer: Access Shelby Computer, bring up report on Caliban's decommission.  What weapon and shield systems are reported aboard?

CO_Adamson:
Dvari:  Then we need to be quick about this.

Med-Tech:
@::looks up at the monitor, seeing the brain waves slowing down, lower than normal::

Dvari:
CO: Agreed Captain.

FCO_O`Guinn:
#CTO: Tio if they have tampered with the shields do you think you can get them down from here?

CEO_Woo:
Self: but with any luck, there are probably surprises in store...

CSO_Hewitt:
@~~~~~CNS: ok...mark........~~~~~

Jarred:
#CTO: all systems minimal

Security Team 3:
::backs off as Woo takes a look at the mine:: CEO: I did allright by cutting the yellow wire, right?

A`rhi:
*CO* You will surrender to Jarred or innocent blood will be spilled....

CO_Adamson:
*A'hri*:  Who am I speaking to ?

SO_Shiar:
:: does a full internal sweep of the Huron, looking for mines::

CTO_Ayidee:
#FCO: We can fly inside them, get one Transporter emitter through and we're in.

CNS_Varesh:
@~~~~Jarred: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAARGH!!!!!!!~~~~ ::very very loud scream::

CIV_Williams:
#CTO: If you where Jarred, where would you hinde a Miranda class cruiser

CSO_Hewitt:
@~~~~~~Jarred: wordless scream.....~~~~~~

CO_Adamson:
::motions for Dvari to listen in.::

CEO_Woo:
Sec3: As long as you're still in one piece, as long as you're still in one piece...

ACTION: Probe data is more conclusive. a general area is revealed......

A`rhi:
*CO* That information is unnecessary.

Dvari:
::moves closer to the Captain and listens::

Jarred:
@::Grabs his head and falls to the floor::

Med-Tech:
@*Jarred*:  Sir, something is happening to the girl, her brain waves are getting dangerously slow!

CTO_Ayidee:
#CIV: There are too many locations nearby.  The Nebula, the Asteroids, Delta V.

FCO_O`Guinn:
#CTO: Ok Tio as soon as we find her I will bring us in right under the belly.

CNS_Varesh:
@::keeps on screaming::

Security Team 3:
CEO: A... aye, ssir... ::backs up nervously::

Jarred:
@::Begins to bleed out of his ears::

CO_Adamson:
*A`hri*:  But it is...  I like to put a name to the person who is threatening to blow me up along with my crew.   I'd like to speak to you face to face.

SO_Shiar:
CO: the probe has revealed a general area of the nebula

CSO_Hewitt:
@::keep scream up until Jarred passes out::

CTO_Ayidee:
#FCO: I'll see if I can distract his attention.

CO_Adamson:
SO:  Great, send coordinates to the flight station and lets get there.

CIV_Williams:
#COM: Huron: Any luck on your end, like fishing in the dark out here?

CNS_Varesh:
@::stops:: ~~~~Dvari: he's out as a light. Get us out of here and now! I heard a comm telling Randi's mind is shutting down or something.~~~~

CEO_Woo:
::grabs a pair of wire cutters... tries to visualize the connections, and moves the wire cutter closer to another wire::

A`rhi:
::feels wobbly as his connection to Jarred fails::

FCO_O`Guinn:
#CTO: That would be good Tio....I can fly circles around most till I get in that close loose maneuvering room then.

CO_Adamson:
COM:CIV:  I've got an intruder on board threatening to blow us up...  I'll get back to you.   You have full authority out there Cmdr.

SO_Shiar:
::Relays co-ordinates to flight station::

Security team 3:
::decides to sneak away and heads into another corridor, but steps on another mine::

Med-Tech:
@*Jarred*:  Sir, did you hear me?  I am not equipped to handle this kind of situation ::said in a panicked voice::

Dvari:
~~~~CNS:Varesh, what's going on? Is Jarred incapacitated yet?~~~~

CIV_Williams:
#COM CO: Understood

CTO_Ayidee:
#CIV: I would have a better idea if I had a clue who he was.

CEO_Woo:
::cuts the wire, holds his breath; then reopens his eyes:: TO: Remove it.

CO_Adamson:
Dvari:  I suspect this guy is in the Hewitt quarters.  Lets you and I take a trip down.  ::motions for security to follow them.::

Med-Tech:
@::watches as the brain waves are barely registering on the monitors now::

CO_Adamson:
*XO*:  Cmdr Richmond to the bridge.  I'll be at Lt Hewitts quarters.

TO_Prasosh:
CEO: Any luck with that... ::hears and feels an explosion behind him::

XO_Richmond:
*CO* I'm on my way.

CEO_Woo:
::opens tricorder, motions for the other engineers to do the same, to scan for more mines::

Dvari:
:;looks at the Captain puzzled but follows her::

CEO_Woo:
::jerks head around as he hears an explosion::

A`rhi:
*CO* Stay away. You will perish as will all those who come this way.

CO_Adamson:
::heads for the TL::  SO:  Lt you have the bridge.

CTO_Ayidee:
#CIV: According to the Computer, the Caliban is minimally armed.  I can't count on that without knowing who this Jarred is, but we may bet lucky.

TO_Prasosh:
::opens one aye:: CEO: Ok, that wasn't us...

FCO_O`Guinn:
#::monitors course making slight corrections as needed::

CNS_Varesh:
@~~~~Dvari: Whomever is in the quarters are panicking.~~~~

CO_Adamson:
Dvari:  Looks like we have another madman on board.  ::frowns for the umpteenth time.::

SO_Shiar:
CO:  yessir

CIV_Williams:
#CTO: can you tap into the telemetry from the Huron's probes, combine that with the telemetry from the other shuttles, maybe we will get lucky

CSO_Hewitt:
@CNS:I am going after Randi..::walks out the cell::

CEO_Woo:
TO: No, it wasn't us.. but it was somebody else! Quick! ::gets up, carefully moves toward the sound of the explosion::

EO_Jordan:
::monitors an explosion:  *CEO*:  Sir, what's going on up there.  We're registering explosions!!!

Dvari:
::stands beside the Captain:: CO: I heard Captain, but how could he get aboard?

CNS_Varesh:
@::looks closely around the cell again:: CSO: Over there! A loose panel.

CO_Adamson:
*A`hir*:  Please stop with this perish stuff.  We all signed up expecting to die at one point.  Its not a threat Mister.

CEO_Woo:
*EO* Yes, I know... they're mines... say... can you scan for any mines from ME?

TO_Prasosh:
::nods at Woo and follows, only to find very small pieces of SEC3 all over the walls::

A`rhi:
::arms the mines in the corridor leading to the CSO's quarters which previously went undetected::

XO_Richmond:
::enters the bridge:: SO: Report!

CO_Adamson:
Dvari:  I don't know, but someone will hang for this.  ::Enters the TL::  Computer:  Living quarters.

CTO_Ayidee:
#::Coordinates scan information to try and triangulate where the Caliban is.::

EO_Jordan:
*CEO*:  Checking ..... we may be able to reconfigure the sensors ... I'd need to know the mines' composition though.

TO_Prasosh:
CEO: D*mn... Could we find a way to transport those things off the ship?

CO_Adamson:
Dvari:  How can I deal with this man ?

CNS_Varesh:
@CSO: I think you're a bit better at this than me. ::pulls the cover off, exposing the innards::

SO_Shiar:
XO: our probe sent back a general picture of the area inside the Nebula

A`rhi:
*CO* Stay away. You will perish.

CSO_Hewitt:
@CNS: ya I see it...::walks over to panel::

CO_Adamson:
*A`hri*:  Please tell me what you want ?

XO_Richmond:
SO: And what did you find?

CEO_Woo:
::thinks for a second...:: TO: Well... we do have the one mine that was already defused... perhaps we should analyze it...

SO_Shiar:
XO: co-ordinates have been relayed to flight control

Dvari:
CO: Perhaps he is not so eager to die as he would lead us to believe.

CO_Adamson:
::checks for her phaser and feels it on her hip.  Doesn't remember putting it there.::

A`rhi:
*CO* Submit to Jarred's demands

CNS_Varesh:
@~~~~Dvari: We're almost out the cell. There's a loose panel inside the cell and we're working on getting the shield down.~~~~

CO_Adamson:
Dvari:  I think your right otherwise he would have done it by now.

XO_Richmond:
SO: Co-ordinates for the Caliban?

CO_Adamson:
*A`hri*:  We have a problem then Sir, Jarred has sent no demands.

CIV_Williams:
#FCO: bring us around course 142mark7 straight into the densest part of the Nebula

CEO_Woo:
::walks back to the defused mine:: *SO* Can you initiate a site-to-site transport on one of the defused mines? Perhaps you could analyze it and see if we can beam them ALL off

TO_Prasosh:
::nods:: CEO: Let's go and do this... ::instructs the rest of the teams to proceed with extereme caution and do nothing other then what Woo did with the mine::

Dvari:
::whispers to the CO: CO: Varesh is making progress...he's almost out of the cell.

A`rhi:
*CO* The child.....she will bear the child.....

FCO_O`Guinn:
#CIV: Course 142mark7 aye.

CO_Adamson:
Dvari:  Good, Good....

CSO_Hewitt:
@::looks inside panel and pull out wires::

CIV_Williams:
#COM: Shuttles: Corodinate search pattern Williams Delta two, off base course 142mark7

CO_Adamson:
*A`hri*:  Who will bear a child ?

CMO_McDonald:
::wanders out of the XO's office finally and goes to Sickbay::

CNS_Varesh:
@CSO: I've found shorting things makes forcefields go away. ::grins::

FCO_O`Guinn:
#::keys the course engaging::

CO_Adamson:
::feels the TL stop and exits.::  CEO: Lt, the mines ?

EO_Jordan:
::tries various reconfigurations of the internal sensors to detect the mines ... so far with no success::

Dvari:
~~~~CNS: Varesh, excellent, I informed the Captain. ~~~~

FCO_O`Guinn:
#CIV: Sir we are now on course 142mark7.

A`rhi:
*CO* You are fully aware. Ask your companion to repeat if you do not remember.

CO_Adamson:
::Careful where she steps::

CMO_McDonald:
::wanders into sickbay and picks up a tricorder::

CMO_McDonald:
::scans self::

SO_Shiar:
XO: we don't have an exact lock on their position but we do know where it roughly is

CIV_Williams:
#CTO: Scanners to maximum sensitivity

CSO_Hewitt:
@CNS: yes they do...::take off COM badge ::

FCO_O`Guinn:
#::watches the course glacing at the sensors::

CO_Adamson:
*A`hri*:  Ahhhh another telepath....  would you rather speak to my companion ?

Dvari:
::gulps::

CNS_Varesh:
@CSO: Need my badge too?

CIV_Williams:
#FCO: Have you ever hunted Whitetail

SO_Shiar:
:: initiates site to site:: *CEO*: done

A`rhi:
*CO* No  games captain.

XO_Richmond:
*CEO* That's too risky, Lieutenant.  If they go off while we're transporting, we're all in trouble.

CTO_Ayidee:
#CIV: Of course.

FCO_O`Guinn:
#CIV: Can't say that I have sir.

CTO_Ayidee:
#CIV: Thick brush, eh?  Good thought, some instincts can't be overcome.

CMO_McDonald:
::shakes his head:: feels the emotions of the crew coming back into his head:: Self: oy that was strange.

Dvari:
::looks at the Captain:: CO: He's a telepath?

CSO_Hewitt:
@CNS: Yes that would help...::contiues on her work::

CO_Adamson:
*A`hri*:  I'm deadly serious Sir.... Now I would like to speak to you face to face.  There is a way out of it for all of us.  Lets talk about it.

FCO_O`Guinn:
#::watches as we get closer to the thick part of the Nebula::

CEO_Woo:
*XO* You're right, sir... but keep it in mind...

CNS_Varesh:
@::pulls of his badge:: CSO: Here. How long will this take?

A`rhi:
*CO* Stay where you are.

CO_Adamson:
::shrugs:: Dvari:  I'm assuming so, otherwise how would he know I've been speaking to you.

CEO_Woo:
::tells the other engineers to proceed to the other mines::

CO_Adamson:
CEO:  Lt Woo.  The status of the mines... I don't want to step on any...  Today is not a good day to blow up.

CIV_Williams:
#CTO/FCO: we are going to set up a drive, once we enter the Nebula we will flush the Caliban out of her hideing spot

Dvari:
CO: I'll try and block him ma'am. I'm sorry.

Med-Tech:
@::watches as the girl is almost near flatlining::

FCO_O`Guinn:
#CIV: What is your plan sir?

CO_Adamson:
Dvari:  We didn't know. We should have anticipated it.

CTO_Ayidee:
#CIV: A good plan, although I'd rather get him ourselves, sometimes we have to make sacrifices.

@ACTION: the field dissipates

CO_Adamson:
*A`hri*:  I wish you no harm.  I'd like to speak of Jarred's demands.

CEO_Woo:
*CO* The mines are all configured in a uniform manner, and we have already defused some of them... it will take time, but it's just a matter of defusing them one at a time...

Ltjg_Irvin:
#COM: Phoenix: All shuttles report on course and in position

Dvari:
::begins blocking A`rhi from her thoughts::

A`rhi:
*CO* You shall return the golden Jackal and the Silver Sword of Krige the Great. Otherwise I will not talk.

CSO_Hewitt:
@::takes badge:: CNS:not long.....::put com badge in flied and watches as it short the forceflied out::

A`rhi:
::prevents Dvari from blocking him out::

CEO_Woo:
::motions to the engineers to speed up the process; removes one mine and moves to the next::

CNS_Varesh:
@::sees the field go down.:: CSO: Let's go! ::runs off:: ~~~~Dvari: We're out. Looking for Randi now.~~~~

TO_Prasosh:
::checks on the defusung teams:: CO: My teams are on it. We've had one more casualty, but for now all goes... well...

CO_Adamson:
*A`hri*:  I know of not what you seek, would you have pictures of it ?
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